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TURNING DEGREES INTO 
DOLLAR$  

The Millennial generation has had problems turning their degrees into dollars. 

However, generation Z is suffering. With unemployment at an all time high, the 

corona virus making business owners overly cautious hiring new grads, 

generation z is at a stand still.  

If the traditional way of turning your degree into dollars is unavailable then 

find another way. The purpose of your degree is to prove to employers you 

have exhibited the DISCIPLINE to finish something.  
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The DISCIPLINE you used to 

graduate school can be used to 

generate dollars. DISCIPLINE 

ATTRACTS DOLLARS. If you can 

discipline yourself to study 6 hours for 

a test you can disciple yourself to find 

a problem to solve that will create. 

dollars.  

Dollars are all around you. When you 

see a problem and provide a solution, 

dollars become available. Problems 

are nothing but unimagined 

businesses. If you can take the skill of 

discipline and transfer it from the 

school system to the workforce your degree will work for you.  

Don’t focus on your degree. Focus on the DISCIPLINE that you got while 

achieving the degree. Everything intangible controls 

everything that is tangible. Your thoughts control your 

actions. Your feeling controls your facial expressions.  

Oxygen determines how your lungs function. Discipline 

decided if you graduated from school. Take the root of 

your success and multiply it. Take the seed of disciple and 

plant it a different way.  
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“With self-
discipline, mostly 
anything is 
possible.” - 
Theodore  
Roosevelt
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Sow the seed of discipline and study the Kingdom of God and His 

righteousness and allow God to ADD all things unto you. Take that same 

discipline and build a business. Take that same discipline to become a solution 

to a person’s problem.  

1 Corinthians 8:25 says, “All those who compete in the games use self-control so 

they can win a crown. That crown is an earthly thing that lasts only a short time, but 

our crown will never be destroyed.” 

The scripture explains how discipline and self-control is the secret ingredient 

to WINNING. It doesn’t matter if it’s a natural or spiritual matter. When you 

exhibit discipline in whatever you do you will win. Turn you degree into dollars 

by maximizing your discipline.  

For more wisdom go to 
 www.thewisdomstore.com 
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http://www.thewisdomstore.com

